LUCULLUS AND CAESAR	l$T
and mimes,  labouring under such infirmity,  put the mask on-. t You pursue glory: the pursuit is just and rational: but reflect that ^statuaries and painters have represented heroes calm and quiescent, not straining and panting like pugilists and gladiators.
From being for ever in action, for ever in contention, and from excelling in them all other mortals, what advantage derive we? I would not ask what satisfaction? what glory? The insects have more activity than ourselves, the beasts more strength, even inert matter more firmness and stability ; the gods alone more goodness. To the exercise of this every country lies open, and neither I eastward nor you westward have found any exhausted by contests for it
i    Must we give men blows because they will not look at us? or
*cfaain them to make them hold the balance evener?	-   ~
Do not expect to be acknowledged for-what you are, much less for what you would be ; since no one can well measure a great man but upon the bier. There was a time when the most ardent friend to Alexander of Macedon would have embraced the partisan for his enthusiasm, who should have compared him with Alexander of Pherae. It must nave been at a splendid feast, and late at it, when Scipio should have' been raised to an equality with Romulus, or Cato with Curius. It has been whispered in my ear, after a speech of Cicero, 'If he goes on sof he will tread down the sandal of Marcus ABtonius in the long run, fend perhaps leave Hortensius behind.' Officers of mine, speaking about you, have exclaimed with admiration, *He fights like Cinna/ Think, Caius Julius! (for you have been instructed to think both as a poet and as a philosopher) that among tihe hundred hands of Ambition, to whom we may attribute them more properly than to Briareus, there is not one which holds anything firmly. In the precipitancy of her course, what appears great is small, and what appears sn^l? is great. Our estimate of men is apt to be as inaccurate and inexact as that of things; or more. Wishing
t
have all on our side, we often leave those *we should keep by , run after those we should avoid, and call importunately qb

